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Abstract—Person re-identification in a non-overlapping multi-1

camera scenario is an open and interesting challenge. While the2

task can be hardly completed by machines, we, as humans,3

are inherently able to sample those relevant persons’ details4

that allow us to correctly solve the problem in a fraction of a5

second. Thus, knowing where a human might fixate to recognize6

a person is of paramount interest for re-identification. Inspired7

by the human gazing capabilities, we want to identify the salient8

regions of a person appearance to tackle the problem. Towards9

this objective, we introduce the following main contributions. A10

kernelized graph-based approach is used to detect the salient re-11

gions of a person appearance, later used as a weighting tool in the12

feature extraction process. The proposed person representation13

combines visual features either considering or not the saliency.14

These are then exploited in a pairwise-based multiple metric15

learning framework. Finally, the non-Euclidean metrics that have16

been separately learned for each feature are fused to re-identify17

a person. The proposed KErnelized saliency-based Person re-18

identification through multiple metric LEaRning (KEPLER) has19

been evaluated on four publicly available benchmark datasets to20

show its superior performance over state-of-the-art approaches21

(e.g., it achieves a rank 1 correct recognition rate of 42.41% on22

the VIPeR dataset).23

Index Terms—Person Re-Identification, Kernelized Visual24

Saliency, Multiple Metric Learning, Dissimilarity Fusion25

I. INTRODUCTION26

The person re-identification problem, i.e. identifying an27

individual moving across non-overlapping camera views, is28

receiving increasing attention from the community [1]. Many29

different applications, like situational awareness (e.g. [2], [3]),30

wide area scene analysis (e.g. [4], [5], [6]), etc. would benefit31

from it.32

In spite of a swell of recent efforts, the re-identification is33

still an open issue due to a large number of hard challenges.34

Among all them, we can mention a few: (i) The time to35

move from one field-of-view (FoV) to another is not fixed and36

widely varies from person to person. Thus, putting temporal37

and spatial constraints is not feasible in this case. (ii) In a38

real scenario we are dealing with an uncontrolled environment39

where cameras are deployed with large FoVs, thus generating40

target images with low spatial resolution. This makes the41

acquisition of discriminating biometric features (e.g. face and42

gait features) hard as well as unreliable. Due to the poor43

quality of the acquired biometric features, methods relying44

on such features (e.g. [7], [8], [9]) perform unsatisfactorily.45

(iii) As a consequence, visual appearance features are still46

the first choice in re-identification problems (e.g. [1], [10],47

[11]). However, due to significant changes in viewing angle,48
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lighting, background clutter, and occlusions, appearance fea- 49

tures often undergoes large variations across non-overlapping 50

camera views, hence, can be noticeably different from camera 51

to camera. 52

Plenty of works have been devised to address the afore- 53

mentioned visual appearance challenges: (i) Discriminative 54

signature based methods (e.g. [10], [11], [12], [13]) exploit hu- 55

man-defined person signatures that are matched using distance 56

measures like `2, χ2, etc., or a combination of these. (ii) Fea- 57

tures transformation based methods compute linear [14] and 58

nonlinear [8], [15], [16], [17] transformation functions that are 59

used to project features between different camera-dependent 60

spaces. (iii) Metric learning based algorithms (e.g. [9], [18], 61

[19], [20]) still rely on human-defined person signatures but 62

model their spaces to learn non-Euclidean distances that are 63

optimal for re-identification. 64

Despite such efforts, we believe that existing approaches 65

lack three main aspects: (i) Most of the existing works 66

compute the signatures either directly from the whole image or 67

by fusing local features extracted from dense image patches. 68

In such a process, each point of the person has the same 69

importance. We believe that humans have a different approach 70

and assign more importance to those particular points of a 71

person that are useful for the re-identification. (ii) Assuming 72

we can compute the importance of the points, it is not 73

guaranteed that the same point is captured by all different 74

camera views. (iii) Feature transformation functions are both 75

highly non-linear [15], [16], [17] and depend on the class of 76

the features, i.e., every feature transformation is modeled by 77

a different function. 78

Our KErnelized saliency-based Person re-identification 79

through multiple metric LEaRning (KEPLER) solution builds 80

upon these limits and introduces three main contributions: 81

(i) A new kernelized graph-based technique to compute the 82

saliency (i.e., importance) of the points on the person. In such 83

a scheme, a salient region is a consistent part of an image 84

which is different from its surroundings and lies on the person 85

silhouette. The computed saliency is used as a weight in the 86

feature extraction process: the higher the saliency the higher 87

the importance of the feature and vice versa. (ii) To handle 88

occlusions, pose variations, etc. that make a same salient point 89

not visible by two different camera views, saliency weighted 90

features are supported by other ones that do not exploit it. 91

(iii) A pairwise multiple metric learning framework is used to 92

model each feature space separately rather than jointly. 93

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II, 94

an overview of the relevant work in the re-identification field is 95

given. The proposed methodology is described in section III. In 96

section IV, the superior performance of our method to existing 97

ones are shown. Finally, conclusion are drawn in section V. 98
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II. RELATED WORK99

While there have been countless works in the field of100

tracking persons within camera FoVs (e.g. [21], [22], [23]),101

the re-identification problem is still in its infancy. Though102

many different categorization can be used to analyze the103

field [1], we group the existing literature into two main104

groups: (i) biometrics-based and (ii) appearance-based meth-105

ods. Methods in such groups introduce different approaches,106

however, all of them aim to extract invariant features to build107

robust discriminating signatures and to use (or learn) proper108

distance measures that can be adopted to match a person across109

cameras.110

In the following, we only introduce appearance based meth-111

ods. A deep analysis of the field is out of the scope of this112

work, hence we redirect the interested reader to the surveys113

in [1], [7]. To clearly state the contribution of our work,114

we finally highlight the differences between our method and115

similar ones.116

Appearance-based methods exploit appearance features by117

assuming that people do not change clothes as they walk be-118

tween camera FoVs. Since the person re-identification problem119

can be viewed as an association problem where the goal is120

to track persons across camera FoVs, this is a reasonable121

assumption. As a matter of fact, clothes represent a feature122

that allows humans to recognize individuals [24]. Appearance-123

based methods can be further categorized into: (i) discrimina-124

tive signature based methods, (ii) feature transformation based125

methods and (iii) metric learning based methods.126

Discriminative signature based methods seek for highly127

distinctive representations to describe a person appearance128

under varying conditions. One of the early work following129

such an approach was proposed in [25]. A region-based130

segmented image was used to extract spatio-temporal local131

features from multiple consecutive frames. Local HSV-edgel132

features, Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) and the133

spatial relationships between appearance labels were later ex-134

ploited in [26]. Part-based clothing regions were used together135

with face features to build persons signatures [24], as well as136

to localize and match individuals in a 3D system determined137

by means of the structure-from-motion technique [27]. Dense138

grid patches were used to propose the Mean Riemannian139

Covariance Grid (MRCG) descriptor [28], later exploited in a140

boosting scheme [29]. Multiple local features [30], [31], also141

biologically-inspired [13], were used to compute discrimina-142

tive signatures for each person using multiple images. In [10],143

re-identification was performed by matching shape descriptors144

of color distributions projected in the log-chromaticity space.145

Other methods adopted collaborative representations that best146

approximate the query frames [32], exploited reference sets to147

represent the whole body as an assembly of compositional and148

alternative parts [33] or use the similarity with the reference149

images as a new feature vector in a Regularized Canonical150

Correlation Analysis framework [34]. Recently, coupled dic-151

tionaries exploiting labeled and unlabeled data [35] and sparse152

discriminative classifiers ensuring that the best candidates are153

ranked at each iteration were proposed [11].154

These methods addressed the problem by using human-155

defined representations that are both, distinctive and stable156

under changing conditions between different cameras. How-157

ever, the exploited visual features are not invariant to the large 158

variations that affect the images acquired by disjoint cameras. 159

Features transformation based methods have addressed the 160

re-identification problem by modeling the transformation func- 161

tions that affect the visual features acquired by disjoint cam- 162

eras. In [15], a learned subspace of the computed brightness 163

transfer function (BTF) between the appearance features was 164

used to match persons across camera pairs. In [14], authors 165

proposed to model the linear color variations between cameras 166

using an incremental framework. Usually the modeled func- 167

tions are used to transform the feature space of one camera to 168

the feature space of another one. Then, the re-identification is 169

performed in the so transformed feature space. Only recently, 170

a few methods [36], [37], [38] had also considered the fact 171

that the transformation is not unique and it depends on several 172

factors (e.g. pose and viewpoint changes, image resolutions, 173

photometric settings of cameras). In [39], a transfer learning 174

framework was also introduced to deal with cases where target 175

camera label information is not given. 176

Such methods have shown to be able to capture the transfor- 177

mation of features occurring between cameras, however, they 178

still face problems when large intra-camera feature variations 179

are present. The learning process used to capture such trans- 180

formation is usually highly time consuming, hence not suitable 181

for a real deployment. 182

Metric learning based algorithms lie in between the two 183

aforementioned categories. Methods belonging to such a group 184

still rely on particular features but also advantage of a training 185

phase to learn non-Euclidean distances used to compute the 186

match in a different feature space. In [40], a relaxation of the 187

positivity constraint of the Mahalanobis metric was proposed. 188

In [41], unfamiliar matches were given less importance in the 189

optimization problem in a Large Margin Nearest Neighbor 190

framework. In [42], multiple metrics specific to different can- 191

didate sets were learned in a transfer learning set up. In [18], 192

the re-identification problem was formulated as a local dis- 193

tance comparison problem. Similarly, in [43] a learning frame- 194

work was proposed to learn an optimal similarity measure. A 195

distance metric from sparse pairwise similarity/dissimilarity 196

constraints was introduced in [44]. In [45], a metric for 197

biologically-inspired features and covariance descriptors was 198

learned. In [20], a metric based on equivalence constraints 199

was proposed. Such work has been extended in [46], where a 200

smooth regularizer was introduced. In [19], regularized Local 201

Fisher Discriminant Analysis was introduced to maximize the 202

between-class separability and preserve multi-class modality. 203

In [47], the re-identification in a camera network is formulated 204

as a multi-task distance metric learning problem. 205

While learning a metric has shown to be promising for per- 206

son re-identification, existing works assume that the optimal 207

metric is suitable to match every feature and do not consider 208

the fact that the joint feature space may be too complex to be 209

correctly modeled. 210

Recently, visual saliency based algorithms have been in- 211

vestigated for re-identification purposes [48], [49]. In [48], 212

[49], given the current image, the saliency is computed 213

through a patch searching strategy with an image reference 214

set. Differently from such works, we compute the image 215

saliency just considering neighborhoods of pixels. This brings 216
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Fig. 1. Proposed system architecture based on five main stages: kernelized saliency computation, feature extraction, manifold learning, multiple metric learning
and dissimilarity fusion. (Best viewed in color)

two main benefits: (i) lower computational requirements by217

avoiding the patch searching strategy adopted in [48], [49];218

(ii) independence from a reference set that, as claimed in [48],219

[49], is robust as long as it well reflects the test scenario.220

Differently from all such existing methods, in our approach221

we consider that: (i) points on each person have different222

importance; (ii) feature transformation depends on the class223

of the features, hence a single metric is not suitable to match224

different features.225

III. THE APPROACH226

A. System Overview227

As shown in Fig. 1, the proposed re-identification approach228

consists of five phases: (1) kernelized saliency computation,229

(2) feature extraction, (3) manifold learning, (4) multiple230

metric learning, and (5) dissimilarity fusion.231

During training, each image is given to the kernelized232

saliency detection module (section III-B) that computes the233

saliency of each pixel, thus producing a saliency map. Both the234

saliency map and the image are split into overlapping patches235

which are then exploited by the feature extraction module (sec-236

tion III-C). Five different types of features are extracted from237

all the patches and for each color component of the selected238

color spaces. Features of the same type, extracted from the239

same color space, are concatenated and input to the manifold240

learning module that exploits Principal Component Analysis241

(PCA) to find the subspace where the extracted features lie.242

Finally, the whole training set of PCA reduced features is given243

to the multiple metric learning module (section III-D). This is244

in charge to learn a separate non-Euclidean metric between245

two cameras for each feature type and color space.246

During the re-identification phase, the same reduced feature247

representations are computed for the two images acquired by248

the disjoint cameras. The obtained feature vectors, together249

with the learned metrics, are given to the dissimilarity fusion250

module. This computes the final dissimilarity which is finally251

used to tell if the two images are of the same person or not.252

B. Kernelized Saliency253

We usually tell that a portion of an image is “salient” if it254

is “different” from its surroundings. However, being our goal255

to re-identify a person moving between disjoint cameras we 256

have to deal with background clutter that may induce state-of- 257

the-art saliency detection algorithms [50], [51], [52] to label 258

as “salient” a background region. We want only points on the 259

person silhouette to have high saliency. On the basis of such 260

considerations, we introduce a saliency computation approach 261

that extends the algorithm in [53]. 262

In [53], the following steps are adopted to compute the vi- 263

sual saliency: (i) Salient image points are detected by means of 264

a Markov chain approach in which the transition probabilities 265

are proportional to the features dissimilarity. (ii) Neighboring 266

image points having high dissimilarity are grouped together 267

using a Markov chain approach. (iii) The final saliency master 268

map is computed as the weighted sum of the saliency maps 269

obtained for the different features. Our Kernelized Graph- 270

Based Visual Saliency (KGBVS) leverages these three steps 271

and introduces the following contributions: (i) Different ker- 272

nels are used in the computation of transition probabilities. The 273

advantage of using them is twofold. First, using a kernel only 274

neighboring points can lead to high saliency values. With this, 275

the saliency has a more local meaning. In [53], the saliency 276

is more global by considering also distant points that can 277

naturally be very different. Second, the computed saliency 278

can assume different meanings depending on the considered 279

problem and used features. This can be achieved by properly 280

selecting the kernels. Thus, the algorithm is more flexible. 281

(ii) The saliency computation benefits from a visual saliency 282

prior related to the person localization and shape. 283

Let I ∈ Rm×n be the image of a person and let assume 284

that the silhouette stands somewhere in the center of it. Also, 285

let F ∈ Rm×n be a feature map such that an element 286

Fx,y = π (I, x, y), where π (·) is a feature extraction function 287

(e.g., wavelet transform, filter response, edge detector, etc.). 288

Then, an activation map A ∈ Rm×n is computed such that an 289

element Ax,y has high value if (x, y) is in the center of the 290

image and neighboring values of Fx,y are “different” one to 291

each other. This is achieved as follows. 292

Let GF = (V,E) be a fully-connected directed graph where 293

V = {(x, y)|x = 1, . . . ,m ∧ y = 1, . . . , n} is the set of 294

vertices. The weight of a directed edge w((x, y), (p, q))F ∈ E 295
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is computed as296

w((x, y), (p, q))F =

∣∣∣∣log(Fx,y
Fp,q

)∣∣∣∣KF ((x, y), (p, q)) (1)

where the kernel function KF returns values inversely propor-297

tional to the distance of the input points. The ratio between298

the two feature values represents the standard definition of299

dissimilarity. With respect to other measures it adapts better300

to the magnitude of the values. The absolute of the log allows301

to reach the lowest dissimilarity when the ratio is 1, while302

it returns higher values when the ratio is either lower or303

higher than 1. Once the graph is constructed, a Markov chain304

approach is exploited to detect the most dissimilar points of305

the image. For each node in V , its outbound edges weights306

are normalized to sum up to unity. These can be seen as the307

transition probabilities of a Markov chain. The equilibrium308

distribution computed on such a Markov chain effectively309

reveals the set of points that are most dissimilar from the310

others. Such a distribution defines the activation map A.311

When more feature maps are considered, different A’s have312

to be fused. However, if the different activation maps A are313

uncorrelated, the additive fusion may lead to an uniform mas-314

ter map. To overcome such a problem, a new fully connected315

graph GA is exploited to concentrate the mass of each A’s316

into nodes with high activation values. The weight of the direct317

edge between two nodes (x, y) and (p, q) is computed as318

w((x, y), (p, q))A = Ap,qKA ((x, y), (p, q)) (2)

where KA is a kernel function substituting the similarity319

measure in [53]. The outbound edges’ weights of each node320

are normalized such that they sum up to unity. These, together321

with the set of vertex V , define another Markov chain. By322

finding its equilibrium distribution, represented by the con-323

centrated activation map Â, we have that most of the mass is324

accumulated around nodes of A having high activation values.325

Let Âj be the activation map computed for the j-th feature326

map Fj , for j = 1, 2, . . . , J , then the final saliency master327

map is defined as328

Ω = P(µ,Σ) +

J∑
j=1

αjÂ
j (3)

where α is a vector of weights and329

P(µ,σ) ∼ exp

(
−
(
x− µx
σx

+
y − µy
σy

))
(4)

is a non-isotropic Gaussian kernel “prior” centered at µ =330

[µx,µy]
T with σ = [σx,σy]

T , which accounts for silhouette331

location and shape. The saliency master map Ω ∈ Rm×n+ is332

finally rescaled to [0, 1] using the min-max normalization rule333

in [54].334

The above formulation adds three important characteristics335

to [53]: (i) The kernels are used to control the weight of the336

two graphs edges. (ii) The kernels allow to achieve more flex-337

ibility. Different kernels might be used for different features,338

as well as for different classes of problems. For instance, the339

flexibility could be exploited when directional features are340

used. In such cases, related directional kernels could improve341

the saliency computation. (iii) The non-isotropic Gaussian342

KGBVS GBVS [53] Itti-Koch-Niebur [60] DVA [61] HSSR [50] CASD [51]

C
AM

ER
A 

1
C

AM
ER

A 
2

[48] [49]

Fig. 2. Comparisons of the saliency detected by our method to state-of-the-
art ones. The saliency gets higher as it goes from blue to red. First column
shows the input images from two cameras. Second column is the saliency
computed by the proposed approach. Third to seventh columns show the
results achieved by existing methods that compute the saliency by considering
neighborhoods of pixels. Last two columns show the results achieved by state-
of-the-art methods that compute the saliency by means of a reference set. (Best
viewed in color)

kernel introduces a “bias” towards the image center. This 343

means that lower mass is assigned to the nodes that will most 344

probably belong to the background, which is compliant to the 345

assumption that the person silhouette lies in the center of the 346

image. A visual comparison of the achieved results is shown 347

in Fig. 2. 348

C. Feature Extraction and Manifold Learning 349

The proposed work wants to investigate the feasibility of 350

using saliency to weight features for person representation. 351

The idea is that image points that are salient are also discrim- 352

inative, hence the features extracted from such points should 353

be more important in the re-identification process. For such a 354

task, there is a plethora of existing features that can be used. 355

Some of these independently consider the information carried 356

by a single pixel, while for others the information is given by 357

the structure of groups of pixels (e.g. gradient, edges, etc.). 358

Since the proposed saliency is pixel-based, the idea is to use 359

it to weight the first category of features. This is a reasonable 360

choice because the weighting procedure would only consider 361

some pixels (i.e., the salient ones) more important than others. 362

For each of the other features an ad-hoc weighting should be 363

designed, which is not the main scope of this work. 364

Similarly to the majority of the existing approaches, 365

color, shape and texture features are considered in the 366

proposed work. Before extracting such features, the in- 367

put image I is projected onto color space S ∈ 368

{HSV ,Lab, Y UV , rgs1, RGB, gray}. Then, the resulting 369

image channels Ic, c = 1, . . . , 16, and the saliency map Ω 370

are divided into k patches of equal size denoted Pi,c and Wi
371

respectively, where i = 1, . . . , k denotes the patch index. 372

For each patch i and channel c the following features are 373

extracted: (a) the saliency weighted histogram ω computed as 374

ωi,cl,u =
∑

(x,y)∈Pi,c

{
Wi

x,y if l < Pi,c
x,y ≤ u

0 otherwise
(5)

where Wi
x,y and Pi,c

x,y are the saliency value and the pixel 375

intensity at location (x, y) for patch i and color channel c. 376

1r = R/(R+G+B), g = G/(R+G+B), s = (R+G+B)/3
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Fig. 3. Saliency weighted features are very discriminative for re-identifying a person based on the same salient region in the correct match (1st example)
or different region in the wrong match (2nd and 3rd examples). On the other hand, if due to different pose, orientation wrt. the camera, the correct match
does not contain the salient region of the probe (4th example) or if a wrong match does contain it (5th example), then it is opportune to support the saliency
weighted features with other features that do not consider the saliency. (Best viewed in color)

l and u are the lower and upper bin limits. (b) The color377

mean φ, (c) the 128-dimensional SIFT descriptor ψ, and (d)378

the Haar-like sparse-compressive features [55] λ. We also379

compute (e) the Local Binary Pattern (LBP) [56] γ from a380

grayscale representation of each patch i. Features of the same381

type extracted from all the k patches belonging to the same382

color space S are finally concatenated to get the corresponding383

feature vectors x(ω,S), x(φ,S), x(ψ,S), x(λ,S), x(γ,gray). Notice384

that, while ω, φ, ψ and λ are extracted from all the five selected385

color spaces, γ is computed in the grayscale domain only.386

In the current framework, the only feature that is pixel-387

based, hence exploits the saliency weighting mechanism is the388

histogram. It is well known that histograms do not have high389

discriminative properties (e.g., due to illumination and color390

changes, two different patches can generate a very similar391

histogram). We believe that discrimination can be introduced392

by means of saliency. Two different patches with similar his-393

tograms lying in different salient regions can be distinguished.394

In addition, as shown in Fig. 3, saliency weighted features can395

be very discriminative in different common cases, while for396

specific ones they require to be supported by other features397

that do not exploit saliency. This claim is substantiated by398

experimental results that show the importance of the saliency,399

but also how supporting it with other features strengthened the400

re-identification performance.401

Due to the patch division the resulting feature vectors can402

be very high dimensional and each component may not have403

the same discriminative power. To address such an issue,404

supported by the studies in [57], we assume that the manifold405

where the extracted features lie is linear. Hence, we apply406

PCA to each feature vector separately to get the vector of407

coefficients x̂(f,S) where f ∈ {ω, φ, ψ, λ, γ} denotes the408

feature type.409

D. Multiple Metric Learning and Dissimilarity Fusion410

For re-identification tasks, the input to metric learning411

algorithms is generally given by a vector representation of412

the image formed by joining multiple features (e.g. [18],413

[19], [20], [40]). Existing approaches have not considered that414

different types of features extracted from disjoint cameras may415

not be modeled by the same transformation function. The joint416

feature space may also be too complex to be robustly handled 417

by a single metric. So, we propose to model each feature space 418

separately. While any metric learning may be a suitable choice, 419

since it has no parameters that need to be optimized, in this 420

work we exploit the algorithm proposed in [20]. We briefly 421

introduce it, then show how the learned metrics can be fused 422

to compute the final distance. 423

The idea is to exploit statistical inference to find the optimal 424

decision to establish whether a pair of features is dissimilar 425

or not. This is achieved by setting the problem as a likelihood 426

ratio test. Let IA and IB denote two images of persons A and 427

B viewed by two disjoint cameras, and let h0 be the hypothesis 428

that A and B are not the same person ((A,B) = 0) and h1 429

the alternative one ((A,B) = 1). By casting the problem in 430

the space of pairwise differences x̂A,B(f,S) = x̂A(f,S)− x̂B(f,S), the 431

likelihood ratio can be defined as 432

δ
(A,B)
(f,S) = log

p
(
x̂A(f,S) − x̂B(f,S)|h0

)
p
(
x̂A(f,S) − x̂B(f,S)|h1

)
 . (6)

Let suppose that the feature space of pairwise differences is 433

governed by a normal distribution. Since x̂A,B(f,S)’s are sym- 434

metric we can assume the zero mean of the distribution, thus 435

re-write the ratio test as 436

δ
(A,B)
(f,S) = log

N
(
x̂A,B(f,S),0,Σ(A,B)=0

)
N
(
x̂A,B(f,S),0,Σ(A,B)=1

)
 (7)

where Σ(A,B)=1 and Σ(A,B)=0 are the sum of outer products 437

obtained by considering the pairwise feature differences x̂A,B(f,S) 438

computed for same or different persons, respectively. 439

By taking the log of eq.(7) and discarding the constant terms
that provide an offset, we get

δ
(A,B)
(f,S) =

(
x̂A,B(f,S)

)T (
Σ−1(A,B)=1 −Σ−1(A,B)=0

)(
x̂A,B(f,S)

)
. (8)

From eq.(8) we can learn the Mahalanobis metric M(f,S) by
clipping the spectrum of M̂(f,S) = (Σ−1(A,B)=1 − Σ−1(A,B)=0)
computed through eigenanalysis. Then, the dissimilarity be-
tween the feature f extracted from images IA and IB projected
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TABLE I
DETAILS AND COMPARISON OF COMMONLY USED PERSON RE-IDENTIFICATION BENCHMARK DATASETS.

Dataset Persons Image info Cams Additional Info

VIPeR [58] 632
Images: 1264
Avg. images per person per camera: 1
Size: 48×128

2
Scenario: outdoor
Challenges: viewpoint variations, illumination changes and background clutter
http://vision.soe.ucsc.edu/node/178

3DPeS [59] 191
Images:1012
Avg. images per person per camera: 3
Size: 31×100 to 176×267

8

Scenario: outdoor
Challenges: viewpoint variations, not perfect detections,
spatial resolution, illumination and color changes
www.openvisor.org

CHUK02 (P1) [42] 971
Images:3884
Avg. images per person per camera: 2
Size: 60×160

2
Scenario: outdoor
Challenges: viewpoint variations and illumination changes
http://www.ee.cuhk.edu.hk/∼xgwang/CUHK identification.html

GRID [31] 1025
Images: 1275
Avg. images per person per camera: 1
Size: 29×67 to 181×384

8

Scenario: indoor
Challenges: viewpoint variations, spatial resolution,
color changes and image noise
http://www.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/∼ccloy/downloads qmul underground reid.html

onto color space S is given by

d2(f,S)(I
A, IB) = σ

((
x̂A,B(f,S)

)T
M(f,S)

(
x̂A,B(f,S)

))
(9)

where σ(z) = 1
1+exp−z ensures that d2(f,S) ∈ [0, 1].440

Finally, the d2(f,S)’s computed using the learned Maha-441

lanobis metrics can be fused to obtain the final dissimilarity442

between images of persons A and B as443

D(IA, IB) =
∑
f

∑
S

β(f,S)d
2
(f,S)(I

A, IB) (10)

where β(f,S) is a vector of positive weights such that444 ∑
f

∑
S β(f,S) = 1, hence D(IA, IB) ∈ [0, 1].445

Let G be the gallery set acquired by camera A (i.e., the set446

of persons for which labels are known) and T be the probe447

set acquired by camera B (i.e., the set of persons we want to448

re-identify), then, β is computed as follows:449

β(f,s) =
1

|T |

|T |∑
i=1

Ri(f,S) (11)

where i = 1, . . . , |T | denotes the i-th person in T and450

Ri(f,S) equals 1 if its true match has the lowest dissimilarity451

d2(f,S) among all the gallery persons. Thus, β represents the452

re-identification performance achieved by each feature/color453

space. Feature/color spaces yielding to the highest rank 1454

have more importance in the final dissimilarity fusion and vice455

versa. β is finally `1-normalized to satisfy
∑
f

∑
S β(f,S) = 1.456

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS457

We evaluated our approach on four publicly available bench-458

mark datasets: the VIPeR dataset [58], the 3DPeS dataset [59],459

the CHUK02 dataset [42] and the GRID dataset [31]. We460

selected those on the basis of the following motivations: (i) the461

VIPeR dataset has strong illumination changes and viewpoint462

changes (most of the persons have viewpoint changes of about463

90°); (ii) the 3DPeS dataset has images from 8 cameras.464

Persons are not always viewed by a frontal position and not465

perfect detections are present; (iii) the CHUK02 dataset has466

images of more than 900 persons appearing in two cameras.467

This is useful to see how the algorithm scales to a real scenario468

with lots of persons; (iv) the GRID dataset has more than469

1000 persons, out of which, the majority is not present in all470

the cameras. Hence, such dataset resembles a real scenario in471

TABLE II
NUMBER OF RETAINED PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS AND VALUES OF
ORIGINAL FEATURE DIMENSIONS (IN BRACKETS) FOR THE VIPER

DATASET.

ω φ ψ λ γ

HSV 49 (1080) 30 (1395) 35 (40320) 31 (900) -
Lab 31 (1080) 31 (1395) 36 (40320) 30 (900) -
Y UV 54 (1080) 35 (1395) 45 (40320) 35 (900) -
rgs 43 (1080) 27 (1395) 36 (40320) 30 (900) -
RGB 38 (1080) 31 (1395) 28 (40320) 35 (900) -
gray - - - - 54 (6195)

which we are not guaranteed that all the persons are viewed 472

by all the cameras. Comparison and details of the datasets are 473

given in Table I and reported in the following. 474

Evaluation Criteria: The re-identification mechanism com- 475

monly depends on how the gallery and the probe sets are 476

organized. Let N be the number of images of each person 477

in each of the two sets. Dependently on the value of N two 478

matching philosophies are identified: i) single-shot (N = 1); 479

ii) multiple-shot (N > 1). Two main approaches can be 480

adopted to extend the single-shot to the multiple-shot case. 481

Either we can take a statistic out of the N × N possible 482

dissimilarities, or we can pool the features extracted from each 483

of the N person images. While pooling seems to be a plausible 484

operation (the average of all observations is likely to be an 485

estimate of the centroid for all samples) it cannot handle the 486

pose change of a person within a camera, e.g. if him/her moves 487

straight, then turns. So, we have adopted a different approach. 488

We have computed all the N × N dissimilarities and treated 489

them as the probabilities of two persons A and B not being the 490

same. Assuming these to be independent from each other, the 491

joint probability has been obtained by multiplying all of them. 492

Such a joint probability has been considered as the multiple- 493

shot dissimilarity between the two persons A and B. 494

We report on the results for both a single-shot strategy and 495

a multiple-shot strategy. 496

All the results are shown in terms of recognition rate by 497

the Cumulative Matching Characteristic (CMC) curve and 498

normalized Area Under Curve (nAUC) values. The CMC curve 499

is a plot of the recognition performance versus the rank score 500

and represents the expectation of finding the correct match 501

within the top k ones. The nAUC describes how well a method 502

performs irrespectively of the dataset size. For each dataset, 503

the evaluation procedure has been repeated 10 times using 504

independent random splits. We report on the average results 505

http://vision.soe.ucsc.edu/node/178
www.openvisor.org
http://www.ee.cuhk.edu.hk/~xgwang/CUHK_identification.html
http://www.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/~ccloy/downloads_qmul_underground_reid.html
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Fig. 4. 10 image pairs from the VIPeR dataset. The two rows show the
different appearances of the same person viewed by two disjoint cameras.

computed for these 10 splits.506

Implementation Details: In the adopted framework, we507

have considered the following settings. To compute and fuse508

the saliency maps of an image we have taken the same settings509

as in [53]. The Derrington Krauskopf Lennie color, intensity510

and orientation feature maps have been used. Both the kernel511

function KF and KA have been defined to be standard Radial512

Basis Functions with free parameter σ = 1. Each element513

of α has been set to 1. The mean and standard deviation of514

the Gaussian kernel “prior” have been set to µx = n/2 and515

µy = m/2, and σx = n/4 and σy = m/4, respectively. We516

have sampled image patches of size 16 × 64 with a vertical517

stride of 8 pixels to extract the Haar-like and the weighted518

color histograms (each with 24 bins per channel). We have519

taken image patches of size 8 × 8 with a stride of 4 × 4 to520

compute the color mean. Similarly, LBP and SIFT features521

have been extracted from 50% overlapping patches of size522

16×16. The dimension of the original feature vectors and the523

number of retained PCA coefficients are given in Table II. The524

number of PCA coefficients as well as all the aforementioned525

parameters have been selected by 5-fold cross-validation.526

A. VIPeR Dataset527

Due to the changes in illumination, low spatial resolution528

of images and viewpoint variations, the VIPeR dataset [58] is529

a tough person re-identification datasets. This dataset contains530

images of 632 persons viewed by two different cameras in an531

outdoor environment. Most of the image pairs have viewpoint532

changes larger than 90° (see Fig. 4). Since this dataset is533

considered the most challenging by the community, we provide534

a detailed performance analysis of our method on this dataset.535

For the evaluation, we have followed the common protocol536

as in [19], [49], [34] and resized all the images to 128× 64.537

All the results provided in the following have been computed538

on the same 10 splits, using 316 person both for training and539

testing.540

1) Features Performance Analysis: We have proposed to541

use different types of features extracted from images projected542

onto six different color spaces. To better understand how each543

feature/color space contributes to the re-identification, we have544

performed the following analysis.545

Single feature analysis: First of all, we want to observe546

which of the considered features is the best performing one.547

Towards this objective, performances in Table III have been548

computed by independently extracting each feature from every549

color space. To verify if the adopted method to learn β550

correctly captures each feature importance, we have also551

reported the corresponding learned values.552

Results demonstrate that saliency weighted histogram fea-553

tures (ω) perform better than any other feature for every554

TABLE III
COMPARISON OF THE FEATURE PERFORMANCE ON THE VIPER DATASET.

SECOND COLUMN SHOWS THE LEARNED β WEIGHTS FOR EACH
FEATURE/COLOR SPACE, LAST 6 COLUMNS SHOW THE RECOGNITION
PERFORMANCE FOR REPRESENTATIVE RANKS TOGETHER WITH THE

NAUC VALUE. RESULTS FOR ω̂ HAVE BEEN COMPUTED USING
NON-SALIENCY WEIGHTED HISTOGRAM FEATURES. BEST RESULTS FOR

EACH RANK ARE IN BOLDFACE FONT.

Rank → β 1 10 20 50 100 nAUC
HSV λ 0.0412 14.75 49.37 61.55 80.13 92.53 0.9076
Lab λ 0.0392 12.41 45.70 60.35 79.30 90.89 0.8941
YUV λ 0.0466 12.53 44.62 59.62 77.28 89.75 0.8880
RGS λ 0.0405 12.59 46.96 59.84 79.46 91.01 0.8967
RGB λ 0.0456 13.01 44.40 58.89 77.25 89.56 0.8871
HSV φ 0.0445 15.79 53.80 68.26 85.82 95.06 0.9268
Lab φ 0.0327 9.08 40.03 54.30 73.16 88.20 0.8727
YUV φ 0.0379 9.40 41.30 55.98 76.17 87.91 0.8810
RGS φ 0.0330 11.04 44.27 57.66 77.06 89.62 0.8871
RGB φ 0.0357 9.49 42.82 56.77 76.20 89.40 0.8855
HSV ψ 0.0371 8.35 39.15 54.91 77.75 90.41 0.8908
Lab ψ 0.0452 11.42 44.94 59.49 79.40 90.70 0.8990
YUV ψ 0.0628 10.73 44.11 59.75 80.63 91.71 0.9025
RGS ψ 0.0431 9.30 43.73 58.89 80.47 92.53 0.9036
RGB ψ 0.0160 3.58 21.17 34.40 57.15 76.74 0.7990
HSV ω 0.0833 26.11 70.57 83.83 95.38 98.42 0.9645
Lab ω 0.0506 20.00 63.70 77.85 91.61 97.34 0.9504
YUV ω 0.0894 25.09 65.38 77.63 91.71 97.47 0.9509
RGS ω 0.0746 25.38 69.11 82.47 93.58 97.79 0.9593
RGB ω 0.0450 11.30 44.53 60.00 80.98 92.91 0.9060
HSV ω̂ 0.0719 22.46 66.15 77.11 92.11 95.98 0.9421
Lab ω̂ 0.0451 17.21 59.46 74.24 88.64 94.32 0.9306
YUV ω̂ 0.0626 20.23 61.22 74.35 89.09 94.61 0.9340
RGS ω̂ 0.0649 20.98 64.66 79.02 90.23 94.77 0.9371
RGB ω̂ 0.0376 8.47 41.25 57.46 78.99 93.10 0.8983
Gray γ 0.0560 4.02 27.63 42.37 66.71 85.47 0.8523

color space, except for the RGB one. Histograms extracted 555

from the HSV color space obtain the highest rank 1 correct 556

recognition rate (26.11%) and the best overall performance 557

(with an nAUC value of 0.9645). The runner up is the 558

saliency weighted histogram extracted from the RGS color 559

space which has an nAUC value of 0.9593. All other features, 560

apart from the color mean features extracted from the HSV 561

color space, have a rank 1 recognition rate lower than 15%. 562

LBP texture features (γ) have the lowest rank 1 recognition 563

rate, i.e. 4.02% only. To show the benefits of the proposed 564

saliency we also computed the performance using non-saliency 565

weighted histogram features, denoted as ω̂. Results show that 566

for each color space, saliency weighted ones yield to better 567

performance than those. In particular, on average, the rank 568

1 performances are improved by about 4% when saliency is 569

used. Finally, results show that the learned β weights generally 570

represent the test re-identification performance. 571

Feature type analysis: Through the following analysis, we 572

want to understand which feature type should be used to 573

achieve the best performance. To support this, we have run the 574

experiments considering each feature type separately. Given a 575

feature type (e.g., SIFT, color mean, etc.), it has been extracted 576

from every color space, then the corresponding dissimilarities 577

have been fused using Eq.(10). 578

Results in Fig. 5a echo those in Table III, where the features 579

achieving the highest performance are the histogram ones. 580

However, by fusing the corresponding dissimilarities, rather 581

than independently considering each one of them, a rank 1 582

recognition rate of 34.15% is obtained. This shows that, with 583

respect to the results reached by using the same features 584
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Fig. 5. Performance on the VIPeR dataset reported as CMC curves. The inside pictures show the performance on reduced rank ranges. In (a), results are
computed by extracting each feature type from every color space, then fusing. In (b), results are computed by considering a particular color space from which
all the features are extracted then fused. In (c), results computed by extracting all the features from every color space, then fusing, are compared to the best
results shown in (a) and (b).

extracted from the HSV color space only, a performance585

improvement of about 8% is achieved. SIFT, color mean and586

Haar features perform similarly to each other but worse than587

histogram features. Indeed, they achieve a recognition rate of588

19.21%, 18.35% and 18.48% for the same rank 1, respectively.589

LBP features are the worst performing.590

Results show that histogram features outperform all the591

other ones. In addition, irrespectively of the considered feature,592

performance improves if the final distance is computed by593

fusing the dissimilarities between features of the same type,594

rather than considering a single feature only.595

Color space analysis: We also want to identify the most596

suitable color space: given a particular color space, all the597

proposed features have been extracted, then the computed598

dissimilarities have been fused to get the final distance.599

Results in Fig. 5b show that performances vary little be-600

tween the HSV, CIELab, YUV and RGS color spaces. Indeed,601

the nAUC values computed for these color spaces differ from602

each other by less than 1%. The best overall performance603

as well as the highest rank 1 recognition rate (33.51%) is604

achieved when the HSV color space is considered. The worst605

performance is achieved using the RGB color space. In such606

a case, the rank 1 recognition rate is of 20.57% only.607

Results demonstrate that similar performances are achieved608

by using one of the HSV, CIELab, YUV and RGS color609

spaces. Similarly to the feature type analysis, regardless of610

the exploited color space, better performance is achieved if611

features dissimilarities are fused to compute the final distance.612

Overall analysis: Summarizing all the previous experi-613

ments, we expect that extracting all the features from all the614

color spaces and fusing them to get the final distance yields to615

the optimal performance. As shown in Fig 5c, the final solution616

(denoted as “KEPLER”) clinch our argument by improving617

all the previous results. Rank 1 performance achieved by618

considering the saliency weighted histogram features extracted619

from every color spaces (see Fig 5a) is improved by more than620

8%. Similarly, rank 1 performance increases by more than 9%621

with respect to the case when all the features are extracted622

from the HSV color space only (see Fig 5b).623

As a conclusion, we can state that extracting all the fea-624

TABLE IV
COMPARISONS WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART SALIENCY-BASED

RE-IDENTIFICATION ALGORITHMS ON THE VIPER DATASET. FIRST 7
ROWS SHOW THE RESULTS ACHIEVED BY PIXEL-BASED SALIENCY
METHODS FOR RE-IDENTIFICATION -PERFORMANCES OF EXISTING

SALIENCY METHODS USED WITHIN OUR RE-IDENTIFICATION PROTOCOL
ARE GIVEN IN THE FIRST 5 ONES. LAST 4 ROWS SHOW THE RESULTS

ACHIEVED BY STATE-OF-THE-ART RE-IDENTIFICATION APPROACHES THAT
COMPUTE SALIENCY BY MEANS OF A REFERENCE SET. BEST RESULTS

ARE IN BOLDFACE FONT.

Rank → 1 10 20 50 100 nAUC
GBVS [53] 38.11 80.95 90.01 96.34 98.64 0.9670
Itti-Koch-Niebur [60] 38.46 81.04 90.14 96.50 98.67 0.9684
DVA [61] 37.69 80.76 90.47 96.51 98.70 0.9694
HSSR [50] 38.79 80.95 90.49 96.56 98.72 0.9705
CASD [51] 39.14 81.14 90.44 96.60 98.77 0.9727
KEPLER(Only prior) 39.49 80.95 89.71 96.22 98.56 0.9634
KEPLER 42.41 82.37 90.70 97.06 98.89 0.9770
SalMatch [48] 30.16 65.54 79.15 91.49 98.10 0.9542
PatMatch [48] 26.90 62.34 75.63 90.51 97.47 0.9496
eSDC.ocsvm [49] 26.74 62.37 76.36 - - -
eSDC.knn [49] 26.31 58.86 72.77 - - -

tures from all color spaces and fusing them yields to better 625

performance than other previous solutions. 626

2) Saliency and Multiple Metric Learning Contribution 627

Analysis: We have proposed a method to compute the saliency 628

by analyzing pixels neighborhoods of a single image and used 629

it as a weighting tool in the feature extraction process. We have 630

also introduced a method to learn multiple metrics (one for 631

each extracted image feature) and fuse them to obtain the final 632

distance. In the following, we analyze these two contributions 633

to understand how much they add to the final goal. 634

Saliency analysis: To verify that the proposed KGBVS 635

saliency method yields to better re-identification performance 636

than state-of-the-art ones, we have studied the behavior of ex- 637

isting algorithms, namely GBVS [53], Itti-Koch-Niebur [60], 638

DVA [61], HSSR [50] and CASD [51], within our re- 639

identification protocol (first 5 rows in Table IV). Saliency has 640

been computed by such methods, then the proposed feature 641

extraction, manifold learning and multiple metric learning 642

procedures have been exploited. In the last 4 rows of Table IV 643

comparisons with existing re-identification approaches that use 644
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TABLE V
MULTIPLE METRIC LEARNING AND SALIENCY RESULTS ON THE VIPER

DATASET. BEST RESULTS ARE IN BOLDFACE FONT.

Rank → 1 10 20 50 100 nAUC
SML 14.59 51.84 66.08 83.04 93.42 0.9154
KGBVS + SML 20.23 63.86 77.84 92.14 97.51 0.9446
MML 39.12 80.16 89.63 96.09 98.02 0.9669
KEPLER 42.41 82.37 90.70 97.06 98.89 0.9770

saliency computed by means of a reference set are given.645

Results in Table IV demonstrate that, with an nAUC value of646

0.9727, CASD [51] yields to the best re-identification perfor-647

mance between existing saliency methods. Since CASD [51]648

has a salient definition similar to KGBVS, i.e., salient regions649

are dissimilar with respect to both their local and global650

surroundings, it is reasonable to claim that saliency detection651

algorithms designed for re-identification should consider both652

the local and global distinctiveness of a person appearance.653

Despite this, KEPLER outperforms the approaches by reaching654

the best overall performance and a rank 1 recognition percent-655

age higher than 40%. If only the Gaussian prior is used, a656

rank 1 correct recognition rate higher than existing methods657

is achieved (39.49%). Results also show that the proposed658

method has the highest rank 1 score and the best overall per-659

formance among existing approaches that use a reference set to660

compute the saliency, namely SalMatch [48], PatMatch [48],661

eSDC.ocsvm [49] and eSDC.knn [49]. To conclude, by study-662

ing the behavior of existing saliency methods within our663

protocol we have shown that KGBVS yields to superior per-664

formance. Results also demonstrate that KEPLER outperforms665

saliency-based state-of-the-art re-identification methods. Thus,666

saliency computed by considering neighborhoods of pixels of667

a single image can be useful for re-identification purposes.668

Multiple Metric Learning analysis: Through the following669

analysis we want to understand in which part the saliency and670

the multiple metric learning contribute to the final result.671

To show this, we have conducted experiments by separately672

considering the KGBVS and the multiple metric learning673

(MML) components. When multiple metric learning is not674

used (SML), the extracted features have been concatenated,675

then PCA has been applied to reduce the dimension to 54676

(such value has been found through 5-fold cross-validation).677

When the saliency weighting mechanism (KGBVS) is not used678

each entry in Ω has been set to 1.679

Let refer to Table V, in particular to the case where a680

single metric is learned (SML) and KGBVS is not used.681

Results show that, by exploiting the KGBVS method, rank682

1 performance improves by 5%, while by using MML and683

no KGBVS, performance increases by 25%. Notice that SML684

and KGBVS+SML actually correspond to the performance685

achieved by using the proposed features without and with686

saliency, respectively, on KISSME [20]. By jointly using687

KGBVS and MML (i.e., KEPLER), the rank 1 recognition688

rate is improved by about 28%. Such results demonstrate that,689

while MML has a stronger impact on the performance, by690

jointly considering it with KGBVS the best result is achieved.691

As a results of the previous analyses, we can draw the692

following conclusions: (i) better performance is achieved when693

the dissimilarities between all features extracted from all the694

color spaces are fused using the proposed weighted combina-695

Probe Ranked Matching Persons Correct Match

Fig. 6. Visual results on the VIPeR dataset. First column shows the probe
image. Second column shows the top 20 matches. Last column shows the
correct match. Correct matches are highlighted in green.

TABLE VI
COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS ON THE VIPER

DATASET. BEST RESULTS ARE IN BOLDFACE FONT. (∗) ONLY RESULTS
REPORTED TO 2 ROUNDED DIGITS ARE AVAILABLE. (∗∗) THE BEST RUN

WAS REPORTED, WHICH CANNOT BE DIRECTLY COMPARED TO THE OTHER
RESULTS.

Rank → 1 10 20 50 100 nAUC
KEPLER 42.41 82.37 90.70 97.06 98.89 0.9770
kBiCoV [45] 31.11 70.71 82.44 - - -
SalMatch [48] 30.16 65.54 79.15 91.49 98.10 0.9542
RCCA(∗) [34] 30 75 87 96 99 0.9682
LAFT [36] 29.60 69.30 81.34 96.80 - -
MtMCML [47] 28.83 75.82 88.51 - - -
MCE-KISS [62] 28.2 72.1 - 95.6 - -
RPLM(∗) [40] 27.34 69.02 82.69 94.56 98.54 0.9625
PatMatch [48] 26.90 62.34 75.63 90.51 97.47 0.9496
eSDC.ocsvm [49] 26.74 62.37 76.36 - - -
eSDC.knn [49] 26.31 58.86 72.77 - - -
WFS [38] 25.81 69.56 83.67 95.12 98.89 -
SSCDL [35] 25.6 68.1 83.6 - - -
RS-KISS [46] 24.5 66.6 81.7 93.5 98.0 -
LF [19] 24.18 67.12 81.38 94.12 - -
CI(comb) [10] 23.15 58.11 69.45 86.53 - -
eLDFV [63] 22.34 60.04 71.00 88.92 99 0.9447
IBML(∗) [64] 22 63 78 93 98 0.9516
eBiCOV [13] 20.66 56.18 68.00 84.90 88.66 0.9105
KISSME [20] 19.60 62.20 74.92 91.80 98.00 0.9481
PCCA [44] 19.27 64.91 80.28 95.00 97.07 0.9536
PRDC [43] 15.66 53.86 70.09 87.79 92.84 -
KEPLER (best run) 48.10 83.54 91.77 97.47 99.37 0.9795
LMNN-R(∗∗) [41] 20 68 80 93 99 0.9572

tion; (ii) both KGBVS and MML approaches should be jointly 696

used to achieved the best re-identification results. 697

3) Comparison with State-of-the-art Methods: In the 698

following the results of our KEPLER method are compared 699

to the ones achieved by state-of-the-art approaches. We have 700

considered the scenario where half of the dataset is used for 701

training and the remaining half is used for re-identification 2. 702

As shown in Table VI, our method achieves the highest 703

rank 1 recognition rate (42.41%), thus outperforming all 704

existing approaches. It improves the previous top rank 1 705

performance [45] by more than 10%. A similar gap shows at 706

ranks 10 and 20, where our method is the only one achieving a 707

recognition percentage higher than 80% and 90%, respectively. 708

2Notice that some approaches are not using any training data as they are
discriminative signature based methods (e.g. eBiCOV [13], etc.).
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TABLE VII
COMPARISONS ON THE VIPER DATASET. RECOGNITION RATES PER RANK SCORE AS A FUNCTION OF THE TEST SET SIZE. BEST RESULTS ARE IN

BOLDFACE FONT.

Test Set Size 432 512 532
Rank → 1 10 20 1 5 10 20 1 10 20
KEPLER 33.91 73.61 85.14 25.84 51.88 64.71 77.42 24.98 61.69 74.70
RCCA [34] 22 59 75 - - - - 15 47 60
MtMCML [47] 20 62 77 - - - - 12 45 61
RPLM [40] 20 56 71 - - - - 11 38 52
NRDV [65] 20 54 67 - - - - 14 44 55
MCE-KISS [62] 14 49 69 - - - - - - -
RS-KISS [46] 10 40 61 - - - - - - -
PRDC [43] 13 44 60 9.12 24.19 34.40 48.55 9 34 49
MCC [43] - - - 5.00 16.32 25.92 39.64 - - -
LAFT [36] - - - 12.90 30.30 42.73 58.02 - - -
PCCA [44] - - - 9.27 24.89 37.43 52.89 - - -
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Fig. 7. Results on the VIPeR dataset reported as averaged CMC curves.
In (a), comparisons with state-of-the-art methods are shown. In (b), results
are shown as a function of the test set size.

KEPLER also achieves the best overall performance with an709

nAUC value of 0.9770. Qualitative results are shown in Fig. 6.710

In Fig. 7a, KEPLER performance are compared with five711

state-of-the-art approaches. For the considered ranks, our712

method outperforms existing ones. In particular, it achieves713

a recognition rate higher than 50% at rank 2 only. At rank 5714

such a gap increases since KEPLER reaches a recognition rate715

of about 70% while all the other methods used for comparison716

achieve a recognition rate lower than 55%.717

As commonly performed by state-of-the-art approaches718

(e.g. [34], [47], [40], [65]), we have run the experiments using719

different training/test set sizes (see Fig. 7b). This is done to720

study how the number of persons in the training set affects the721

performance (i.e., how many labeled image pairs are required722

to generalize well). We report on the performance using the723

3 different splits introduced in [43]. Results show that the724

performances vary little on higher ranks but have differences725

on first ones. In particular, a rank 1 correct recognition rate726

of 33.91% is achieved when 200 persons are in the training727

set and the remaining 432 persons form the test set. This is728

a very interesting result if compared to the results reported729

in Table VI. Indeed, using less images to learn the proposed730

metrics, our method has better re-identification performance731

than the previously top performing approach [45].732

In Table VII, we compare our method with exiting ap-733

proaches using the same 3 splits. Results show that our method734

has the best performance on all the reported ranks for all the735

three considered partitions. In particular, for the case when 432736

persons are in the test set, the proposed method outperforms737

TABLE VIII
TIMING COMPARISONS WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS ON THE

VIPER DATASET.

Method Rank 1 Appearance
Modeling [sec]

Training Time
[sec]

KEPLER (only prior) 39.49 3971 1.36
KEPLER 42.41 5299 1.37
RPLM [40] 27.34 3675 0.1
IBML [64] 22 3675 0.3
KISSME [64] 19.60 3524 0.01

the runner up by more than 11% at ranks 1 and 10. The same 738

occurs when the test set contains 512 individuals. KEPLER 739

outperforms all existing methods by more than 12% at rank 740

1 and by more than 20% at higher ones. Finally, our method 741

achieves the best rank 1 recognition rate (24.98%) when 532 742

persons are considered as test set. 743

Results demonstrate that the proposed approach has superior 744

performance than all existing ones on the considered dataset. 745

In addition, the comparison analysis show that using KEPLER 746

fewer samples are required to achieve good re-identification 747

performance. 748

4) Computational Performance: In Table VIII we com- 749

pare the computational times of our method and existing ones, 750

namely RPLM [40], IBML [64] and KISSME [20], by using 751

a MATLAB implementation executed on a 3.4 GHz Intel i7 752

CPU. The values show that the proposed appearance modeling 753

requires more computational time. This is due to a greater 754

number of used features with respect to the compared solu- 755

tions. A similar trend is valid also for the training performance. 756

B. 3DPeS Dataset 757

The 3DPeS dataset [59] contains different sequences of 758

191 people taken from a multi-camera distributed surveillance 759

system. Each of the 8 outdoor cameras is presented different 760

light conditions and calibration parameters, so the persons 761

were detected multiple times with different viewpoints. They 762

were also captured at different time instants during the course 763

of different days, in clear light and in shady areas. This 764

results in a challenging dataset with strong variation of light 765

conditions (see Fig. 8). The provided samples show that the 766

3DPeS dataset is composed by images including more persons 767

or representing wrong detections. Moreover, like in typical 768

video surveillance scenarios, the angle between the optical 769

axis and the vertical axis of a person can vary noticeably from 770

camera to camera. 771
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Fig. 8. 10 image pairs from the 3DPeS dataset. The two rows show the
different appearances of the same person viewed by two disjoint cameras.
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Fig. 9. Results on the 3DPeS dataset reported as CMC curves. In (a), we
compare our results to state-of-the-art methods: LF [19], KISSME [20] and
LMNN-R [41]. In (b), performances are shown as a function of the number
of shots used during both the training and the re-identification phase.

We compare our results to the ones reported in [19].772

However, as in [19] no much details were given about how773

the results had been computed, we follow a similar approach774

to the one used in the VIPeR dataset and resize all the images775

to 128 × 64 pixels. As this dataset comes with more than a776

single image per person per camera, we have considered that777

all images were used to compute the results in [19]. Then, as778

in [19], we have randomly split the dataset into a training set779

and a test set containing 95 persons each.780

TABLE IX
COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED METHOD ON THE 3DPES DATASET. BEST

RESULTS ARE IN BOLDFACE FONT.

Rank → 1 10 25 50 nAUC
KEPLER (N = 1) 40.42 76.53 89.79 97.16 0.9188
KEPLER (All images) 51.37 84.32 92.63 98.53 0.9440
LF [19] 33.43 69.98 84.80 95.07 0.8870
KISSME [20] 22.94 62.21 80.74 93.21 0.8582
LMNN-R [41] 23.03 55.23 73.44 88.92 0.8191

In Fig. 9a comparisons with state-of-the-art approaches,781

namely LF [19], KISSME [20] and LMNN-R [41] are shown.782

Our method achieves better performance than all existing ones783

at every considered rank. In particular, as shown in Table IX, at784

rank 1, KEPLER achieves a correct recognition rate of 51.37%785

while, LF [19], KISSME [20] and LMNN-R [41] achieve a786

recognition rate of 33.43%, 22.94% and 23.03%, respectively.787

In Fig. 9b performances of our method are shown as a func-788

tion of N . Since not all the persons come with an equal number789

of images, if the selected value of N was higher than the actual790

number of available images, the maximum allowable number791

of images for that person has been taken. When the single792

shot approach is considered, our method achieves a recognition793

percentage of 40.42% at rank 1 and a recognition percentage794

of 89.79% when the considered rank is 25. Considering a795

Fig. 10. 10 image pairs from the CUHK02 dataset. The two rows show the
different appearances of the same person viewed by the two disjoint cameras.
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Fig. 11. Results on the CUHK02 Campus dataset (Camera P1) reported as
averaged CMC curves. In (a), we show our superior performance to state-of-
the-art approaches: SDALF [30], TML [42], PatMatch [48] and SalMatch [48].
In (b), results of the proposed method are given as a function of the number
of images per person used for training and testing.

multiple-shot modality, the performances remain consistent 796

either using N ∈ {2, 3, 5} or all the available images. This is 797

confirmed by the fact that the reported nAUC values change 798

by less than 1% among all the three cases. 799

C. CUHK02 Campus Dataset 800

The CUHK02 Campus dataset [42] has images acquired by 801

disjoint camera views in a campus environment. The dataset 802

comes with 1,816 persons and five camera pairs denoted P1– 803

P5 each of which is composed by different sensors (i.e. the 804

dataset has images from ten camera views). The five camera 805

pairs have 971, 306, 107, 193 and 239 persons, respectively. 806

Each person has two images in each camera. Other than being 807

challenging for pose variations, this dataset is the one that has 808

the highest number of persons collected by a single camera 809

pair. To evaluate our method and compare it to the state-of- 810

the-art we have followed the same protocol used in [48], [42]. 811

Results are reported for camera pair P1 when N ∈ {1, 2} is 812

considered. In this camera pair, images from the first camera 813

are captured from lateral view, while images from the second 814

camera are acquired from a frontal view or back view (see 815

Fig. 10). All the 3,884 images have been resized to 160× 60. 816

The dataset has been split into a training set containing 485 817

pedestrians and a test set having images for the remaining 486. 818

In Fig. 11a, we compare the results of our method to 819

four state-of-the-art approaches, namely, SDALF [30], Pat- 820

Match [48], SalMatch [48] and TML (Our Generic) [42]. In 821

the reported results, N = 2 images have been used both 822

to learn the metric and to re-identify the targets. At rank 1 823

our method performs better than all other ones by reaching 824

a correct recognition rate of 38.85%, thus improving the 825

performance of SalMatch [48] by about 9%. As the rank score 826
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TABLE X
COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS ON THE CUHK02 (P1) DATASET. BEST RESULTS ARE IN BOLDFACE FONT.

Rank → 1 5 10 20 50 100 200 nAUC
KEPLER (N = 1) 29.59 52.95 64.12 74.76 86.97 93.55 97.86 0.9524
KEPLER (N = 2) 38.85 65.28 76.12 84.72 92.85 96.58 98.72 0.9713
SalMatch [48] 28.45 45.85 55.67 67.95 84.52 92.26 96.08 0.9374
PatMatch [48] 20.39 34.12 41.09 51.56 72.46 87.91 94.73 0.9065
TML(Our Generic) [42] 20.53 45.54 56.61 69.62 85.74 93.75 - -
SDALF [30] 9.90 22.57 30.33 41.03 55.99 67.39 84.12 0.8684

Fig. 12. 10 image pairs from the GRID dataset. The two rows show the
different appearances of the same person viewed by two disjoint cameras.

TABLE XI
COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED METHOD ON THE GRID DATASET. BEST

RESULTS ARE IN BOLDFACE FONT.

Rank → 1 5 10 15 20
KEPLER 18.40 39.12 50.24 57.04 61.44
PRDC [43] 9.68 22.00 32.96 38.96 44.32
PRSVM [67] 10.24 24.56 33.28 39.44 43.68
MRank-PRDC [66] 11.12 26.08 35.76 41.76 46.56
MRank-RankSVM [66] 12.24 27.84 36.32 42.24 46.56
MtMCML [47] 14.08 34.64 45.84 52.88 59.84

increases the gap with the runner up is more evident, resulting827

in an 18% averaged over ranks 5 to 20 (see Table X).828

In Fig. 11b, the performances of the proposed method are829

shown as a function of N . As for the other datasets, by830

increasing the number of images used to learn the proposed831

metrics results improve. In particular, using N = 1 images the832

nAUC value is 0.9524, while with N = 2 it reaches 0.9713.833

D. GRID Dataset834

The QMUL underGround Re-IDentification dataset835

(GRID) [31] has images acquired by 8 disjoint camera views836

installed in a busy underground station. Under this scenario a837

sample of 1275 images of 1025 individuals has been taken to838

build the dataset. Out of the 1025 persons, only 250 appear839

in all camera views. Apart from the high number of persons,840

the dataset is challenging due to variations of pose, colors,841

lighting changes; as well as poor image quality caused by842

low spatial resolution (see Fig. 12 for a few examples). To843

evaluate our method and compare it to the state-of-the-art,844

we have followed the protocol in [66]. The dataset has been845

split into a training set and a test set each of which contains846

125 pedestrians that are viewed in all the cameras. In the847

test phase, the 125 persons appearing in all camera views are848

selected as probes. The 125 corresponding matching persons,849

plus the remaining 775 non-paired persons form the gallery850

set. Hence, for each of the 125 probes there are 900 gallery851

persons to match.for each of the 125 probes852

In Table XI we compare the results of our method to 4 state-853

of-the-art ones, namely PRDC [43], PRSVM [67], MRank-854

PRDC [66], MRank-RankSVM [66] and MtMCML [47]. As855

shown, our method outperforms all the existing ones at all856

the considered ranks. In particular, the previous top rank 1 857

performance is increased by more than 4%. The same occurs 858

for higher ranks where our method is the only one that 859

achieves a rank score higher than 50% and 60% at ranks 10 860

and 20, respectively. 861

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 862

In this work, we have proposed to address the re- 863

identification problem by introducing a novel algorithm able to 864

identify the salient regions of a person. A kernelized saliency 865

approach giving high weights to the regions that are in the 866

center of the image has been designed for such a purpose. 867

The computed saliency is used as a weight in the feature 868

extraction process which also combines other features that 869

do not consider it. The manifold where the extracted features 870

lie is learned through PCA, and the resulting coefficients are 871

input to the proposed pairwise-based multiple metric learning 872

framework. The obtained metrics are exploited to learn the 873

coefficients of a linear combination used to compute the dis- 874

similarity between image pairs. The superior performance of 875

the proposed method to state-of-the-art ones have been shown 876

through extensive evaluations conducted on four challenging 877

benchmark datasets. Results have shown that all previous 878

top rank 1 scores have been outperformed, as well as, less 879

manually annotated data is needed to meet and surpass state- 880

of-the-art re-identification performance. In particular, less data 881

is required both in terms of number of persons in each camera, 882

and in terms of number of images per person. 883

Finally, since the reported performance are promising and 884

supporting the usage of saliency for feature weighting, we are 885

considering for future work to study how saliency can be used 886

to weight patches or any kind of feature. 887
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